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Abstract 

In this paper, a new filled function which is a continuously differentiable function with only 
one parameter is proposed. The new filled function eliminates some drawbacks of the 
traditional filled functions. Based on the new filled function, an algorithm for solving 
unconstrained global optimization problems is developed. The algorithm are implemented 
on some test problems, and the results show the effectiveness of the proposed filled function 
method. 
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1. Introduction 

Consider the following unconstrained optimization problem: 

( )
( )







∈ ..s.t

,min
P

nRx

xf
 

The problem (P) has wide applications in many social practices, such as 
engineering, finance, management, decision science and so on. In 
practical problems, most of the objective functions including multiple 
local minimizers which leads a great challenge to solve problem (P). For 
finding global minimizer of problem (P), there are two major issues. 

(1) How to find a lower minimizer of the objective function from a 
known local minimizer. 

(2) How to evaluate the convergence and, accordingly, design the 
stopping criteria. 

In the recent years, many new theoretical and computational 
contributions have been reported for solving problem (P). The existing 
approaches can be classified into two categories: deterministic methods 
and probabilistic methods. The former including the filled function 
method (FFM) [1, 2, 3], the trajectory method [4, 5], the covering method 
[6, 7], and the tunneling method [8] and so on. The latter refers to the 
clustering method [9], and the methods reported in [10] and [11], the 
simulated annealing method [12], and the genetic algorithms [13, 14]. 
Furthermore, some hybrid deterministic and probabilistic algorithms    
[15, 16] were proposed to solve practical problems. 

Among these methods, the FFM appears to have several advantages 
over others mainly due to its relatively easy actualization with a process 
that aims at successively finding smaller local minima. In this paper, we 
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will focus our research on the FFM and mainly issue (1). The FFM was 
firstly proposed by Ge in [1, 2], which was used to find the global 
minimizer of problem (P). and, many scholars have also done a lot of 
valuable work to improve this method [3, 17, 18, 19, 20]. However, there 
are some drawbacks for the existing filled functions, such as more than 
one parameters needing to be controlled, sensitivity to the parameters and 
ill-conditioning. For example, the filled functions proposed in [1, 2, 20] 
contain exponential terms or logarithmic terms which will cause ill-
condition problem if the parameter is not properly chosen; the filled 
functions proposed in [17, 18] are non-smooth functions to which the 
usual classical local optimization methods can not be used; the filled 
functions proposed in [1, 3, 19, 24] with more than one parameter, which 
are difficult to control. To overcome the above shortcomings, a new filled 
function with only one easy to control parameter is presented. It is a 
continuously differentiable function. Based on this new filled function, a 
new filled function method is proposed. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The overview of 
the filled function methods and some basic knowledge are given in 
Section 2. In Section 3, a novel filled function is proposed and its 
properties are analyzed. In Section 4, a new filled function method is 
proposed and the numerical experiments on several test problems are 
conducted. Finally, some concluding remarks are drawn in Section 5. 

2. Preliminaries 

In this paper, we consider the problem (P): 

( )







∈ ,.s.t

,min

nRx

xf
 

where ( )xf  is a twice continuously differentiable function on nR  and 

satisfies the condition 

( ) .as, +∞→+∞→ xxf   (1) 
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Then there exists a box [ ] ,,
1

n
ii

n

i
Rul ⊂=Ω ∏

=
 whose interior contains all 

global minimizers of ( ).xf  Generally, we assume that Ω  is known and 

( )xf  has only a finite number of minimizers in .Ω  Then the problem (P) 

is equivalent to the following problem: 

( ).min xf
x Ω∈

  (2) 

So, we only consider problem (2) in the following. Additionally, the 
following symbols will be adopted. 

:k the iteration number; 

:kx  the initial point in the k-th iteration; 

:∗kx  the local minimizer of ( )xf  in the k-th iteration; 

:∗kf  the function value at ;∗kx  

:1S  the set defined by { ( ) ( ) { }};\,1
∗∗ Ω∈≥= kk xxxfxfxS  

:2S  the set defined by { ( ) ( ) };,2 Ω∈<= ∗ xxfxfxS k  

m: a constant defined by 
{ } ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ,min
,,,2,1,

∗∗

≠∈
−=

∗∗ ji
xfxfIji

xfxfm
ji

 

where I is the number of minimizers of ( );xf  

:∗kB  the basin of ( )xf  at an isolated local minimizer .∗kx  It was first 

proposed by Ge [1]. 

Based on the above symbols and assumptions, the FFM was first 
proposed by Ge [1, 2] and undergoes the following generations. The 
examples of the FFM in the first generation are P-function [1] and          
G-function [2] which are listed as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( )( ),exp,, 2 xfrxxrxP +ρ−−=ρ ∗
k   (3) 

( ) [ ( )( )] .ln,, 2 pxxxfrrxG ∗−++ρ−=ρ k   (4) 
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The P-function and G-function have a common feature, there are two 
adjustable parameters, r and ,ρ  which need to be appropriately iterated 

and coordinated. Because of this limitation, the second-generation filled 
functions were proposed. Among them, the best known is the Q-function 
[2] given by 

( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( ).exp, 2∗∗ −−−= kk xxaxfxfaxQ   (5) 

The Q-function has only one adjustable parameter a, thus the 
algorithm is significantly than those in the first generation. However, the 
Q-function is liable to the exponential function when applied to global 
optimizations since its magnitude increases exponentially against 
parameter a. The lager a, which is required by the property of the FFM, 
the lager exponential may result in an overflow in the computation. To 
overcome this shortcoming, the H-function was proposed in [21] as 
follows: 

( ) ( ( ) ( )) .1ln1, 2∗∗ −−−+= kk xxaxfxfaxH   (6) 

The H-function keeps the advantage of the Q-function that it has only 
one adjustable parameter and it does not include exponential term. The 
H-function can be regard as an example of the third-generation filled 
functions. Nevertheless, it is discontinues at the points which function 

value is equal to the one at .∗kx  Then, the most local minimization 

algorithm used in the filled function may lost efficiency, and the FFM will 
be failure. This leads to the fourth-generation (C-function) of the FFM 
[22]. Based on the thinking of the C-function, a new filled function which 
have the same properties as the C-function is constructed in this paper. 

3. A New Filled Function and its Properties 

The definition of the filled function is first introduced by Ge in [1]. 
Since the definition of the filled function was introduced, many variations 
of the definition of the filled function are given. In this paper, we adopt 
the revised definition of the filled functions as follows: 
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Definition 1. Suppose ∗
kx  is a current local minimizer of ( ).xf  A 

continuously differentiable function ( )xFF  is said to be a filled function 

of ( )xf  at ,∗kx  if it satisfies the following properties: 

(i) ∗
kx  is a strict local maximizer of ( );xFF  

(ii) ( )xFF  has no stationary point in the set ;1S  

(iii) if ∗
kx  is not a global minimizer of ( ),xf  namely, 2S  is not empty, 

then there exists a point kx ′  such that it is a local minimizer of ( )xFF  on 

.2S  

Note that it is easier to construct a filled function by Definition 1 

than by the definition in [1]. If ∗
kx  is not a global minimizer of ( ),xf  the 

by condition (p3) of Definition 1, a point 2Sx ∈′k  will be found by 

minimizing ( ).xFF  This means that if we minimize ( )xf  with initial 

point ,x ′  a better minimizer of ( )xf  will be found. 

In order to construct a new filled function, a functions of one variable 
is introduced firstly: 

( ) ( )
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where 0>c  is a constant. It is obvious that ( )thc  is a continuous 

differentiable function over R. Based on function ( ),thc  we propose a 

novel filled function for problem (2) at a local minimizer ∗
kx  as follows: 

( ) ( ( ) ( )),,, 1
2 ∗∗∗ −−= xfxfhxxPxxFF Pkk   (7) 

where 0>P  is a parameter. We can see that the formula (7) is 
continuously differentiable. The following theorems indicate that the 
function in (7) is a filled function by Definition 1. 
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Theorem 1. Suppose ∗
kx  is a local minimizer of ( )xf  and ( ,, ∗

kxxFF  )P  

is defined by (7), then ∗
kx  is a strict local maximizer of ( )PxxFF ,, ∗

k  on 

Ω  for all .0>P  

Proof. Since ∗
kx  is a local minimizer of ( ),xf  there exists ,0>δ  such 

that ( ) ( )∗≥ kxfxf  for any ( ) { }.\, ∗∗ δΩ∈ kk xxUx ∩  By (7), we have 

( ) ( ).,,0,, 2 PxxFFxxPxxFF ∗∗∗∗ =<−−= kkkk  (8) 

Namely, ∗
kx  is a strict local maximizer of ( )PxxFF ,, ∗

k  on .Ω  

Theorem 2. Suppose ∗
kx  is a local minimizer of ( ),xf  x is a point such 

that in set ,1S  then x is not a stationary point of ( )PxxFF ,, ∗
k  for all 

.0>P  

Proof. By ,1Sx ∈  one has ∗≠ 1xx  and 

( ) ( ) .02,,,,, 2 ≠−−=∇−−= ∗∗∗∗
kkkk xxPxxFFxxPxxFF  

Namely, x is not a stationary point of ( ).,, 1 PxxFF ∗  

By the continuously differentiability of ( )PxxFF ,, ∗
k  and definition 

of ,Ω  we know that Ω∂∀ \1yS  is not a local minimizer of ( ).,, PxxFF ∗
k  

Theorem 3. Suppose ∗
kx  is a local minimizer but not a global minimizer 

of ( )xf  on ,Ω  it means that 2S  is not empty, then there exists a point 

2Sx ∈′  such that x ′  is a local minimizer of ( )PxxFF ,, ∗
k  when .mP <  

Proof. Since ∗
kx  is a local minimizer of ( ),xf  and ∗

kx  is not a global 

minimizer of ( ),xf  there exists an ∗x  which is an another local 

minimizer of ( )xf  such that ( ) ( ).∗∗ < kxfxf  
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By the definition of m and ,mP <  we have ( ) ( ) .Pmxfxf −<−<< ∗∗
k  

By the definition of the function h, one has ( ) 2,, ∗∗∗∗ −−= kk xxPxxFF  

and ( ) .2,, ∗∗∗∗ −−=∇ kk xxPxxFF  

Take ( )∗∗
kxx ,  as a direction, then ( ) ( ) =∇ ∗∗∗∗ PxxFFxx T ,,, kk  

.02 2 >− ∗∗
kxx  

Since ∗
kx  is a local minimizer of ( ),xf  there exists ,0>δ  such that 

( ) ( )∗≥ kxfxf  for any ( ) { }.\, ∗∗ δΩ∈ kk xxUx ∩  Then, along the direction 

( ),, ∗∗
kxx  there exists a point ( ) { },\, ∗∗ δΩ∈ kk xxUy ∩  such that  

( ) .2,, ∗∗ −−= kk xyPxyFF  So ( ) ( ) .0,,, <∇ ∗∗∗ PxyFFxx T
kk  

It means that the function value of ( )PxxFF ,, ∗∗
k  is first decrease then 

increase. Since ( )PxxFF ,, ∗
k  is continuously differentiable, thus a point x ′  

which along the direction ( )∗∗
kxx ,  is a minimizer of ( ).,, PxxFF ∗

k  By 

Theorem 2, one has ( ) ( ) ,0,,,, =<′ ∗∗∗ PxxFFPxxFF kkk  namely, .2Sx ∈′  

From Theorems 2 and 3, we know that if ∗
kx  is not a global minimizer 

of ( )xf  on ,Ω  there exists a local minimizer x ′  of ( ,, ∗
kxxFF  )P  on Ω  

which satisfies 2Sx ∈′  when parameter P is taken as small as possible. 

Meanwhile, we known that ( ) .0,, <∗ PxxFF k  

4. Filled Function Algorithm and Numerical Experiments 

4.1. Filled function algorithm and some explanations 

Based on the theorems and discussions in the above section, a filled 
function algorithm for finding a global minimizer of ( )xf  and some 

explanations of the algorithm are given. The algorithm is described 
firstly. 
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The filled function algorithm 

Step 0: Choose an lower bound Lbp of P (e.g., take it as 610− ) and a 
constant 10 <ρ<  (e.g., take it as 1.0=ρ ); give the initial P (e.g., take 
it as 10), respectively; some directions ( )nidi 2,,2,1, ≥= kk  are 
given in advance, where id  almost uniformly distribute over the unit 
sphere { } nxx ,1=  is the dimension of the optimization problems. Set 

,1:=k  and choose a point .Sx ∈k  

Step 1: Minimize ( )xf  starting from the initial point Ω∈kx  and obtain 

a minimizer ∗
kx  of ( ).xf  

Step 2: Construct 

( ) ( ( ) ( ))∗∗∗ −−= 1
2,, xfxfhxxPxxFF Pkk  

set .1=i  

Step 3: If ,2ni   then set idxx δ+= ∗
k  and go to Step 4; otherwise, go to 

Step 5. 

Step 4: Use x as the initial point to minimize ( )PxxFF ,, ∗
k  and denote 

the sequence points generated by a local optimization algorithm as 
.,2,1, =jx j  If { },2,10 ∈∃ j  such that ,0 Ω∈/jx  set 1+= ii  and go 

to Step 3; otherwise, find a minimizer x ′  of ( )PxxFF ,, ∗
k  and set 

,1,1 +=′=+ kkk xx  go to Step 1. 

Step 5: If ,LbpP >  then decrease P by setting PP ×ρ=:  and go to Step 

2; otherwise, the algorithm stops and ∗
kx  is taken as a global minimizer 

of problem (P). 

Some explanations about the above filled function algorithm are 
necessary. 

(1) In minimization of ( )xf  and ( ),,, PxxFF ∗
k  a local optimization 

method needs to be selected firstly. In our algorithm, the quasi-Newton 

(BFGS) method is chosen to minimize ( )xf  and ( ).,, PxxFF ∗
k  
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(2) In Step 3, δ  needs to be selected carefully. A large δ  may cause 
losing the better solution of the original problem, while a small δ  may 
cause the local optimization to fail to progress in the minimization of 

( ).xFFp  In our algorithm, δ  is selected to guarantee that ( )PxxFF ,, ∗∇ k  

is greater than a threshold (e.g., take δ  as 0.01). For specific problems, 
the selection of δ  is related to the number of minimizers of the objective 
function and the size of the feasible region. The fewer minimizers of the 
objective function and the larger size of the feasible region, the larger δ  
should be. 

(3) Step 4 means that if a local minimizer x ′  of ( )PxxFF ,, ∗
k  is 

found in Ω  with ( ) ( ),∗<′ kxfxf  we can use x ′  as the initial point to 

minimize ( )xf  and obtain a better local minimizer of ( ).xf  

4.2. Numerical experiments 

In this section, the proposed algorithm is tested on some benchmark 
problems taken from the literature [23]. 

Problem 1. (Two-dimensional function) 

( ) [ ( ) ] [ ( )] ,2sin5.04sin21min 2
12

2
122 xxxxcxxf π−+−π+−=  

,010,100s.t. 21 ≤≤−≤≤ xx  

where .05.0,5.0,2.0=c  The global minimum function value ( ) 0=∗xf  

for all c. 

Problem 2. (Three-hump back camel function) 

( ) ,6
105.12min 2

221
6
1

4
1

2
1 xxxxxxxf +−+−=  

.33,33.s.t 21 ≤≤−≤≤− xx  

The global minimizer is ( ) .0,0 Tx =∗  
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Problem 3. (Six-hump back camel function) 

( ) ,443
11.24min 4

2
2
221

6
1

4
1

2
1 xxxxxxxxf +−−+−=  

.33,33s.t. 21 ≤≤−≤≤− xx  

The global minimizer is ( )Tx 7127.0,0898.0 −−=∗  or ( ) .7127.0,0898.0 Tx =∗   

Problem 4. (Treccani function) 

( ) ,44min 2
2

2
1

3
1

4
1 xxxxxf +++=  

.33,33s.t. 21 ≤≤−≤≤− xx  

The global minimizers are ( )Tx 0,0=∗  and ( ) .0,2 Tx −=∗  

Problem 5. (Goldstein and Price function function) 

( ) ( ) ( ),min xhxgxf =  

,33,33.s.t 21 ≤≤−≤≤− xx  

where ( ) ( ) ( ),36143141911 2
2212

2
11

2
21 xxxxxxxxxg ++−+−+++=  

and ( ) ( ) ( ).2736481232183230 2
2212

2
11

2
21 xxxxxxxxxh +−++−−+=  

The global minimizer is ( ) .1,0 Tx −=∗  

Problem 6. (Two-dimensional Shubert function) 

( ) { [( ) ] }{ [( ) ] },1cos1cosmin 2

5

1
1

5

1
ixiiixiixf

ii
++++= ∑∑

==

 

.100,100.s.t 21 ≤≤≤≤ xx  

This problem has 760 minimizers in total. The global minimum value is 

( ) .7309.186−=∗xf  
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Problem 7. (Shekel’s function) 

( ) [ ( ) ] ,min 12
,

4

1

5

1

−

==

+−−= ∑∑ ijij
ji

caxxf  

,4,3,2,1,100.s.t =≤≤ jx j  

where the coefficients 4,3,2,1,5,4,3,2,1,,, == jica iji  are given in 

the Table 1. 

Table 1. The coefficient for Problem 7 

i 1,ia  2,ia  3,ia  4,ia  ic  

1 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 0.1 

2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.2 

3 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 0.3 

4 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 0.4 

5 3.0 7.0 3.0 7.0 0.5 

All local minimizers are approximately equal to ( )Tiiii aaaa 4,3,2,1,  

with function value .5,4,3,2,1,1 =− ici  

Problem 8. (n-dimensional function) 

( ) [ ( ) ( ) ],1sin10min 2
1

2 −++ππ= nxxgxnxf  

,4,,2,1,1010s.t. =≤≤− ix j  

where ( ) [( ) ( )].sin1011 1
22

1

1
+

−

=
π+−= ∑ ii

n

i
xxxg  The global minimizer of 

this problem is ( )1,,1=∗x  for all n. 

The proposed algorithm is executed on the above 8 test problems and 
the performance is compared with that of the algorithm in [22]. The 
minimizers obtained by the above two algorithms are listed in Table 2 to 
Table 16. In these tables, we adopt the following symbols: 
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:0x  A initial point; 

The initial value of P is taken as 10 and Lbp is taken as 610−  for all 
problems; 

NFFM : The proposed algorithm in this paper; 

NFA : The algorithm proposed in [23]. 

Table 2. Results for Problem 1 with ( )Txc 2,6,2.0 0 −==  

 NFFM  NFA  

k  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  

1 ( )T1.88065.7221, −  2.5070 ( )T1.88065.7221, −  2.5070 

2 ( )T1.26493.7387, −  0.6165 ( )T1.74174.7387, −  1.6212 

3 ( )T0.34581.8786, −  1.0871e-007 ( )T1.39854.7096, −  1.3566 

4   ( )T1.26493.7387, −  0.61647 

5   ( )T0.788362.7380, −  0.088673 

6   ( )T0.345851.8784, −  0 

Table 3. Results for Problem 1 with ( )Txc 0,0,5.0 0 ==  

 NFFM  NFA  

k  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  

1 ( )T0.09480.0420, −  0.5175 ( )T0.0947720.042023, −  0.51745 

2 ( )T0.17461.0568,  1.6489e-010 ( )T4-1.2524e0.99991, −  2.2389e-7 

3   ( )T14-2.2205e1.0000, −  0 
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Table 4. Results for Problem 1 with ( )Txc 10,10,05.0 0 −==  

 NFFM  NFA  

k  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  

1 ( )T.,. 2965372998 −  9.0733 ( )T.,. 2965372998 −  9.0733 

2 ( )T.,. 8347072807 −  60.6031 ( )T.,. 8347272807 −  6.5031 

3 ( )T.,. 3724272486 −  4.3943 ( )T.,. 3724272486 −  4.3943 

4 ( )T.,. 9162171985 −  2.7434 ( )T.,. 9162171985 −  2.7534 

5 ( )T.,. 4891171294 −  1.5351 ( )T.,. 4891171294 −  1.5351 

6 ( )T.,. 7934073002 −  0.1022 ( )T.,. 2306173053 −  0.611844 

7 ( )T.,. 0000000001 −  4.1270e-012 ( )T.,. 79341073002 −  0.10216 

8   ( )T.,. 40209085131 −  0 

Table 5. Results for Problem 2 with initial point ( )T1,2 −−  

 NFFM  NFA  

k  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  

1 ( )T., 873807476.1 −−  0.2986 ( )T.,. 87378074761 −−  0.29864 

2 ( )T.,. 0001000010 −−  1.0379e-008 ( )T0,0  0 

Table 6. Results for Problem 2 with initial point ( )T1,2  

 NFFM  NFA  

k  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  

1 ( )T.. 87380,74761  0.2986 ( )T.. 873780,74761  0.29864 

2 ( )T.. 00010,00010  1.5137e-008 ( )T0,0  0 
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Table 7. Results for Problem 3 with initial point ( )T1,2−  

 NFFM  NFA  

k  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  

1 ( )T.. 56870,60711−     2.1043 ( )T.. 568650,60711−     2.1043 

2 ( )T.. 71270,08980  – 1.0316 ( )T.. 712660,0898420  – 1.0316 

Table 8. Results for Problem 3 with initial point ( )T1,2 −  

 NFFM  NFA  

k  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  

1 ( )T.,. 5687060711 −     2.1043 ( )T.,. 56865060711 −     2.1043 

2 ( )T.,. 7127008980 −−  – 1.0316 ( )T.,. 7126600898420 −−  – 1.0316 

Table 9. Results for Problem 3 with initial point ( )T1,2 −−  

 NFFM  NFA  

k  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  

1 ( )T.,. 79608070361 −  – 0.21546 ( )T.,. 79608070361 −  – 0.21546 

2 ( )T.,. 7127008980 −−  – 1.0316 ( )T.,. 7126600898420 −−  – 1.0316 

Table 10. Results for Problem 4 with initial point ( )T0,1−  

 NFFM  NFA  

k  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  

1 ( )T. 0,00001−  1.0000 ( )T. 000001−  1.0000 

2 ( )T.,. 0000000000 −−  9.8600e-017 ( )T, 00  0 
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Table 11. Results for Problem 5 with initial point ( )T1,1 −−  

 NFFM  NFA  

k  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  

1 ( )T.,. 4000060000 −−  30.0000 ( )T.,. 400000600000 −−  30.000 

2 ( )T.,. 0000100000 −  3.0000 ( )T., 000010 −  3.0000 

Table 12. Results for Problem 6 with initial point ( )T1,1  

 NFFM  NFA  

k  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  

1 ( )T.. 04672,04672  0 ( )T.. 08651,08651  2.8841e-17 

2 ( )T.. 85814,28003  – 46.511 ( )T, e.. 1287031,32001 −  – 13.052 

3 ( )T.. 85814,27604  – 79.411 ( )T.. 85814,32001  – 37681 

4 ( )T.. 85814,48925  – 186.7309 ( )T.. 85814,28003  – 46.511 

5   ( )T.. 85814,27604  – 79.411 

6   ( )T.. 85814,48925  – 186.73 

Table 13. Results for Problem 7 with initial point ( )T1,1,1,1  

 NFFM  NFA  

k  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  

1 ( ,.,. 0002100011  

)T.,. 0002100011  
– 5.0552 

( ,.,. 0002100011  

)T.,. 0002100011  
– 5.0552 

2 ( ,.,. 0000400004  

)T.,. 0000400004  
– 10.1529 

( ,., . 0001400004  

)T., . 0001400004  
– 10.153 
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Table 14. Results for Problem 7 with initial point ( )T6,6,6,6  

 NFFM  NFA  

k  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  

1 ( ,00026,99875 ..  

)T.. 00026,99875  
– 2.6822 

( ,00036,99875 ..  

)T.. 00036,99875  
– 2.6829 

2 ( ,00014,00004 ..  

)T.. 00014,00004  
– 10.1529 

( ,99967,99967 ..  

)T.. 99967,99967  
– 5.1008 

3   ( ,00014,00004 ..  

)T.. 00014,00004  
– 10.153 

Table 15. Results for Problem 8 with 7=n  and initial point ( ,2,2,2,2  

)T2,2,2  

 NFFM  NFA  

k  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  

1 ( 1.0000,1.0000,1.0000,1.0000,  

)T1.00001.0000,1.0000,  
2.3538e-013 

( 1.98961.9896,1.9897,1.9899,  

)T1.98981.9896,1.9896,  
– 3.1095 

2  
 

( 1.00001.0000,1.0000,1.0000,  

)T1.00001.0000,1.0000,  
0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 16. Results for Problem 8 with 10=n  and initial point ( ,6,6,6,6  )T6,6,6,6,6,6  

 NFFM  NFA  

k  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  ∗
kx  ∗

kf  

1 ( 0.0103,0.0104,0.0103,0.0103,0.0101,  

)T6.00006.0000,6.0000,1.0000,0.0102,  
2.6653 

( 5.99805.9980,5.9980,5.9979,5.9490,  

)T5.99805.9980,5.9980,5.9980,5.9980,  
78.432 

2 ( 0.9638,0.9258,0.4418,1.1651,1.1615,  

T6.0000)6.0000,6.0000,0.9926,0.4809,−  
2.4443 

( 805.99805.995.9980,5.9943,1.9696,−  

)T5.99805.9980,5.9980,5.9980,5.9980,  
73.450 

3 ( 1.0000,1.0000,1.0000,1.0000,1.9900,  

)T6.00006.0000,6.0000,1.0000,1.0000,  
0.4443 

( 5.99805.9980,5.9980,5.9871,0.97956,−  

)T5.99805.9980,5.9980,5.9980,5.9980,  
71.884 

4 ( 1.0000,1.0000,1.0000,1.0000,1.0000,  

T1.0000)1.0000,1.0000,1.0000,1.0000,  
0 

( 5.99805.9980,5.9979,5.9476,0.012709,  

T5.9980)5.9980,5.9980,5.9980,5.9980,  
70.890 

5  
 

( 1.0000,1.0000,1.0000,1.0000,1.0000,  

)T1.00001.0000,1.0000,1.0000,1.0000,  
0 
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From Table 2 to Table 16, we can see that for all test problems, both 
the proposed algorithm (NFFM) and the algorithm proposed in [23] 
(NFA) can find the global optimal solutions for all test problems. 
However, the NFFM used no more iterations to find the global optimal 
solution. In particular, for test Problem 1 in all three cases, for Problem 6 
and Problem 8, the MFFM used fewer iterations to find the optimal 
solutions than the NFA. For example, for Problem 1 in the case that 

05.0=c  and ( )10,100 −=x  shown in Table 4, the NFFM only needs 7 

iterations to find the global optimal solution, but the NFA needs 8 
iterations to find the global optimal solution. For Problem 6, there are 
760 local minimizers, and the NFFM only needs 4 iterations to find the 
global optimal solutions, but the NFA needs 6 iterations to find the global 
optimal solution. Thus, the proposed algorithm is more efficient than the 
algorithm in [23]. 

5. Concluding Remarks 

The filled function method is a popular approach for the global 
optimization. Existing filled functions have some drawbacks such as 
being non-differentiable at some point in search domain, containing more 
than one parameter, ill-conditioning and so on. In this paper, a 
continuously differentiable filled function with one parameter is 
presented. It can overcome these shortcomings to a certain degree. From 
the numerical experiments, we can see that the proposed algorithm is 
reliable and efficient. 
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